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What is a model?



"a thing that represents a thing in a way that is 
useful"

--> theory, analogue, map, metaphor, schema, simulation...



"The best material model of a cat is 
another, or preferably the same, cat"
(Norbert Wiener, 1945).



"The best material model of a cat is 
another, or preferably the same, cat"
(Norbert Wiener, 1945).

not a very useful concept...
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• Model ≠ reality
- belong to different spaces
- the quality of fit is multidimensional

"all good models are wrong" (D.O. Hebb)



• an "ecology" of models?
- "biodiversity" of models
- competition (à "survival of the fittest")
- "ecological niche" (à protect new ideas)
- "speciation" (à new theories)



• internally consistent
• good fit with world
• easy to understand and handle

• few parameters (Occam's razor)

• able to generalize & predict

how to recognize a good model?

The metric depends on how these criteria are weighted.
The "fit score" depends on which aspect of the data is judged to 
be most important.

è no "best" model



JCR Licklider
1959

a plea for multiple models



à doctrine of unconscious inference
(Helmholtz, borrowed from Alhacen)

Helmholtz (1967) Alhacen (c.a. 1030)

model-
making is 
analogous to 
perception

sensory 
information is 

matched to an 
internal model
of the outside 

world.



Why model?



• gain intuitive understanding 

• organize & summarize knowledge (à "theory")

• generate predictions

• design experiments

• communicate ideas



many types of model:
• material model
• computer model
• animal model
• theoretical
• metaphorical

...



Example 1: water-filled cochlear model



Example 2: model of detection at threshold

question: does brain state affect sensory processing?
experiment: mesure EEG during behavioral task
stimulus: random series of tone pips, variable signal-to-noise ratio
task: detect pips

adaptive 
procedure:
SNR 
varied to 
converge 
on 50% 
success 

hypothesis: threshold fluctuates with brain "state"



"Sanity check" before running the experiment:

- "model listener" with no state, i.e. that performs the task 
only on the basis of the instantaneous SNR, compare to real 
listeners

- if "state" hypothesis is true, correlations should be greater 
for listeners

- correlelations differ à OK to proceed with experiment



Example 3: animal and computer models of human hearing
impairment

• Aim: understand hearing impairment in humans.

• Hypothesis: degraded phase-locking in auditory nerve (cf 
cours de Christian Lorenzi)

• To test the hypothesis, we record from hearing-impaired 
guinea pigs (= animal model). 

• To understand the recorded patterns, we use a computer 
model of guinea pig CN cells.

• To drive that model, we need a computer model of 
auditory-nerve fiber spike generation.

• To calibrate that model, we use real data from guinea pig 
auditory nerve fibers, etc...
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Goodman et al. 2018

good match à OK to proceed 

measured and modeled CN cell responses:



Pitch models



What is pitch?



everyday definition:

"pitch is the stuff of which music is made"



ANSI (1973) 

psychological definition:

"that attribute of auditory sensation in terms of which sounds 
may be ordered on a scale extending from low to high"



AFNOR (1977)

psychophysical definition: 

"that attribute of auditory sensation, related to the frequency of a 
periodic sound, in terms of which sounds may be judged as dull or 
sharp according to whether the frequency is low or high

The quantitative relation between pitch and frequency 
was established by  Mersenne, (1636)



Some facts



pure tone frequency discrimination limens:
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pure tone frequency discrimination limens:

<0.2%

improves 
with 
duration

~ 3 cycles

degrades above 4 kHz

musical pitch 30Hz - 4 kHz (~7 octaves) 



lower limit of melodic pitch:

Pressnitzer et al 2001
~ 30 Hz



30 Hz 4 kHz



other properties of pitch:

z phase insensitive (Ohm's law)
at least for complexes with harmonics of low rank

z stable over wide range of amplitudes
a few % shift for pure tones, less for complex 

z stable over wide range of durations
slight shift for very short stimuli

overall: pitch is highly invariant to changes over stimulus 
dimensions other than F0



Pitch is an abstraction, a many-to-one mapping



How do we explain 
pitch?



How do we explain pitch?

4 main theories:

- place

- time

- pattern-matching

- autocorrelation

2 things to explain:

- exquisite sensitivity

- invariance



1. Place

Hermann Helmholtz
1857

Georg von Békésy
1928

position of maximum stimulation--> 
pitch 

early roots: Duverney, etc.
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... not easy to fix



2. Time

Ernst G Wever
1930

William Rutherford
1886

interval between pulses à pitch

earlier roots: Nichomachus (2nd century AD)



markers on peaks? 
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markers on peaks?
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markers on peaks?
à fails if multiple peaks

markers on biggest peaks?
à fails if multiple "biggest"

markers on zero crossings?
à fails if more than one
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3. Pattern matching

Egbert de Boer
1956

Ernst Terhardt
1974 earlier roots: Helmholtz, Alhazen (11 th century)

harmonic pattern matcher

spectrum pitch



Pattern matching
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Pattern matching

spectrum 
analysis
(in ear)

sound pitch
fi

match

dictionary
(harmonic
templates)



Autocorrelation

Ray Meddis
1991

JCR Licklider
1951

peak in autocorrelation function à pitch



! "

Autocorrelation

• acoustic waveform
(pressure function of time)
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Autocorrelation

• acoustic waveform 
(pressure function of 
time)

• delay it, multiply with 
original
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Autocorrelation

• acoustic waveform 
(pressure function of 
time)

• delay it, multiply with 
original

• sum over a time 
window
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"shift and compare"

Autocorrelation

à pitch



Pros & cons:

place:
• time honored (Duverney, Helmholtz, von Békésy), gives role to cochlea
• only works for pure tones

time:
• time honored (Nicomachus, Rutherford, Wever)
• phase-sensitive, "brittle", no role for cochlea

pattern matching:
• works for all stimuli (if partials can be resolved)
• requires extra "pattern matching" stage, fails if partials can't be resolved

autocorrelation:
• works for all stimuli
• no neural correlate found, can't explain all aspects of psychophysics



Summary:

• pitch ßà F0 (mainly)

• exquisite discrimination ( ~0.2 %)

• invariant to other dimensions

• still not sure how it is perceived



Some mysteries



relative vs absolute pitch 

• most are sensitive to pitch interval (F0 ratio)
• few are sensitive to absolute pitch (F0)

all of our models predict absolute pitch...



absolute pitch:

often associated with early music training

sometime associated with synesthesia

one aspect of inter-individual differences



a stimulus sometimes evokes multiple pitches:
• ambiguous pitch
• concurrent pitches

our models assume a single pitch...

multiple pitches



F0 Flocus
courtesy Tran Van Quai

multiple pitches
throat singing:

polyphony:

Bach"s musical offering
(orchestrated by Webern)



effect of context

• pitch, interval depend on context
• harmonic
• melodic

• tonality (related to pitch?)

our models are mostly context-blind...



Sequece B

last two tones are physically identical!

effect of context



Conclusion



• Pitch is important
"Pitch perception is considered to represent the heart of hearing 
theory, and is, without doubt, the topic most discussed over the 
years“ (Plomp, 2002) 

•Many models: 
place, time, pattern matching, autocorrelation

•Still no consensus! (after more than 100 years...)

•Pitch probably involves:
• temporal fine structure
• + peripheral filtering

•Pitch is complex: 
many aspects (harmony, context, individual differences, 
absolute/relative pitch) do not fit any simple model





Jean Baudrillard (1981) "Simulation and Simulacra"



• Definition of a model.  Model ≠ World (Borges). The only good model is 
a false model.
• Modeling as metaphor of perception: Alhacen, Helmholtz, Bayesian 
theories. Up meets Down.
• Why model? Intuitive understanding. Theory. Organize past knowledge. 
Behavior model (design & interpret experiments). Computer model 
(Dan's AN work). Animal model. Mathematical model.
• How to judge a model?
• Models in hearing. Pitch.
• Summary: Perception is model-based. Understanding is model-based. 
Model quality criteria multidimensional. Fit is not most important (issue 
with falsifiability). Toolbox of models.  
Material/Animal/Computer/Mathematical/etc. 
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Shepard tone



f
F0 2F0 4F0 8F0

...

Tritone (1/2 octave) intervals are ambiguous: can be heard as going up or 
down.

ARO 2011

Shepard tone



ARO 2011

Same physical stimulus produces different percept 
according to context



The resolvability issue



Bernstein & 
Oxenham 
(2003) 

good performance iff stimulus contains harmonics of low rank (< ~10) 
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place estimation of partial frequencies fails if rank too high...



due to frequency resolution power of cochlea?

temporal estimation of partial frequencies fails if rank too high...



The coincidence between limit of cochlear resolution and 
performance limits strongly suggests pattern matching

BUT

pitch is nevertheless heard for stimuli with no resolved 
harmonics, which pattern matching cannot explain...



5. The dual-mechanism 
hypothesis

autocorrelation
--> pitch

Bob Carlyon
1994

Adrian Houtsma
1990

unresolved:

pattern 
matching 
--> pitch

resolved:



Pro:
• works well (best of pattern matching and autocorrelation)
• predicts resolvability effects

Con:
• too easy!  (it's like adding parameters to a model)
• requires three mechanisms:

• pattern matching
• autocorrelation
• translation between the two...



an alternative explanation:

yet 
another 
model...



Physiological basis

2 potential ingredients:
- tonotopy, 
- temporal fine structure



tonotopic
pathway

high

low

Tonotopy

required by place
and place-based
pattern-matching
models



Phase-locking

required by time,
time-based
pattern-matching,
and autocorrelation
models

Köppl 1997



available at all levels in brainstem & midbrain

potential sites:
CN, MSO, DLPO, VNLL, etc.
no definite evidence (yet)



Future directions:

• new techniques in electrophysiology (multielectrode, optical, genetic)
• new techniques in brain imaging (fMRI, MEG, acoustic?)
• better attention to theory and artifacts

Bendor & Wang 2005



Recent developments



- resolvability

- memory and context

- pitch beyond 5 kHz

- sharp selectivity in humans

- pitch of mixtures of tones



memory and context:

ARO 2011



temporal pitch beyond 5 kHz ?:



Bachem 1940

Köppl 1997

Moore 1973 Yatabe 1962

Behavioral limits (frequency 
resolution, musical properties, 
absolute pitch) are usually 
associated with the limit of 
phase locking observed in 
animal models, around 5 kHz.

New studies question whether 
this limit is strict, or whether 
there is pitch beyond 5 kHz.



Oxenham et al 2011:

5 kHz



Oxenham et al 2011:

5 kHz

5 kHz


